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T mm m  OF SOCIOLOGY I w o L s m  c o u R s m  
on deviance in general and, more specifi- 
cally, on criminology. Although deviant be- 
havior can be defined in a variety ofways, 
deviance usually involves some type ofnorm 
violation, which may or may not be a crimi- 
nal act. Deviant behavior could include vio- 
lating expectations for behavior (e.g., join- 
ing a white supremacy group, drinking alco- 
hol to excess) or violating expectations of 
"ideal states of being" (e.g., obesity, physical 
disabilities). Although many of these behav- 
iors violate social expectations, they do not 
break the law. Thus the study of deviant 
behavior encompasses awide range ofnorm- 
violating behaviors that are not necessarily 
criminal, whereas criminology focuses more 
narrowly on the subset of norm violations 
that are sanctioned by criminal law. Because 
courses on deviance often address behaviors 
that are considered criminal acts, we have 
noticed a frequent overlap between the two 
types of courses. We acknowledge that this 
overlap is unavoidable but we believe that 
deviance courses often overemphasize crimi- 
nal acts while deemphasizing noncriminal 
norm violations. 

O n  the basis of our experiences, we sus- 
pect that this situation is especiallyproblem- 
atic in departments which offer courses in 
both criminology and deviance. Thus un- 
dergraduate students may be exposed to re- 
dundant material in what should be two 
separate courses. All of us have received 
complaints on evaluations about this very 
issue. Through better course organization, 
the two courses can be kept separate and 
students can be exposed to a wider range of 
material. 

* All authors contributed equally to this articleand 
are listed alphabetically. The authors wish to thank 
Dr. Eldon Snyder and three anonymous reviewers for 
their helphl comments and suggestions. 

In this paper we address the overlap be- 
tween deviance and criminology and pro- 
vide suggestions for differentiating the two 
courses. In an effort to illustrate this overlap, 
we compared the topics covered in deviance 
and criminology textbooks because we be- 
lieved that they represent accurately what is 
covered in many classrooms. We also re- 
viewed the journal Deviant Behavior, be- 
cause we believed that instructors teaching 
in this area would be likely to use it for 
supplemental information. 

METHODOLOGY 

To gain a general idea of the topics addressed 
in the classroom, we reviewed the contents 
of eight current textbooks intended for de- 
viance courses. We also compared the devi- 
ance texts with eight current criminology 
texts in order to assess similarities and dif- 
ferences in the topics addressed. Although 
the wording for chapter headings varied 
(e.g., "substance abuse" versus "alcohol or 
drug abuse"), in most cases they were suffi- 
cient to categorize the topic in question. 
Broad chapter headings, however, required 
us to review the chapter to identify the 
specific types of deviance addressed; for ex- 
ample, were sexual crimes such as rape cov- 
ered in a chapter titled "Sexual Deviance"? 

We reviewed the topics in Deviant Be- 
havior to gain an understanding of the areas 
covered by the leading journal in the field. 
Each article appearing between 1979, when 
the journal first appeared, and 1994 
(N=298) was classified by topic. We classi- 
fied most of the articles on the basis of title. 
If the title was not sufficiently specific, we 
read the abstract or the article itself M~~~ 

the articles examined more than One type 
of deviant behavior simultaneously (e.g., 
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drug and alcohol use), discussed the rela- 
tionship between two or more types of de- 
viant behavior (e.g., pornography as a cause 
of rape and sexual assault), or addressed a 
key concept in relation to a form of deviant 
behavior (e.g., labeling and mental illness). 
Thus 26 percent of the articles belonged to 
more than one category. For example, we 
counted an article examining the use of 
drugs by prostitutes as an article about drug 
use and an article about prostitution. 

TOPICS COVERED BY TEXTS ON 

DEVIANCE 


Table 1 displays the topics covered by eight 
deviance textbooks (Adler and Adler 1994; 
Clinard and Meier 1995; Curra 1994; 
Goode 1994; Little 1995; McCaghy and 
Capron 1994; Thio 1994; Ward, Carter, 
and Perrin 1994). In the table we also show 
how many ofeight current criminology text- 
books cover the same topics (Adler, Mueller, 
and Laufer 1995; Barlow 1 993; Beirne and 
Messerschmidt 1995; Reid 1994; Shelly 
1995; Siegal 1992; Sykes and Cullen 1992; 
Voight, et al. 1994). Of  the 21 topics cov- 
ered by the textbooks on deviance, 11 are 
generally illegal behaviors including rape, 
white-collar crime, drug abuse, prostitution, 
domestic abuse, murder, property crime, 
suicide, organized crime, government devi- 
ance, and incest. The other topics are alco- 
hol abuse, homosexuality, mental disorders, 
pornography, physical disabilities, religious 
deviance, and miscellaneous sexual deviance 
including swinging, voyeurism, extramarital 
sex, and fetishism. These 10 topics either 
represent violations of legal norms or are 
illegal only in some cases or jurisdictions. 
For example, pornography (with exceptions 
such as child pornography) is legal in most 
parts of the United States. Some states also 
have antihomosexuality statutes on the 
books. Finally, some behaviors, such as alco- 
hol abuse, are not themselves illegal, but 
they may lead to illegal activities such as 
drunk driving. 

Although approximately half of the top- 
ics covered by the eight deviance texts are 
criminal acts and half are primarily viola- 
tions oflegal norms, the illegal behaviors are 

Table 1. Topics Covered in Deviance and 
Criminology Textbooks 

Deviance Criminology 
( h 8 )  ( h 8 )  

Topic Number of 
Deviance 

Texts 

Number of 
Criminology

Texts 
Alcohol Abuse 
Homosexuality 
Mental Disorders 
Rape 
White-Collar1 
Corporate Crime 
Drug Abuse 
Prostitution 
Family Violence 
Murder 
Property Crime 
Suicide 
Pornography 
Misc. Sexual 
Deviance a 

Organized Crime 
Government 
Deviance 
Incest 
Physica!
Disabilit~es 
Religious
DevianceICults 
a Includes extramarital sex, fetishism, piercing, 
swinging, and voyeurism. 

covered more frequently. Of  the 11 topics 
covered by six or more of the texts, 72 
percent represent criminal behaviors. In 
fact, a review of the eight current criminol- 
ogy textbooks shows that deviance and 
criminology texts tend to cover the same 
areas. Eleven topics appeared in six or more 
(at least two-thirds) of the deviance text- 
books. By comparison, seven of those 11 
topics appeared in six or more (at least two- 
thirds) of the criminology texts. Further- 
more, 12 of the 18 topics that appeared in 
deviance textbooks also appeared in at least 
one criminology text. These figures confirm 
the significant overlap between the two 
types of texts. 

The deviance textbooks tend to include 
a core set of behaviors, most of which are 
criminal (rape, white-collar crime, drug 
abuse, prostitution, domestic abuse, mur- 
der, property crime, and suicide), and three 



norm-violating behaviors that have received 
extensive attention in sociological journals 
(alcohol abuse, homosexuality, and mental 
disorders). Occasionally somewhat more ex- 
otic norm-violating behaviors, such as relig- 
ious deviance or swinging, are included in 
additional chapters. 

TOPICS COVERED IN D E W  
BEMWOR 

Table 2 lists the 10 topics most commonly 
addressed in articles published in Deviant 
Behaviot; altogether we identified 82 topics. 
The results show that articles on delin-
quency andlor some "typical" crime (e.g., 
theft, vandalism, robbery, assault), as well as 
drug abuse or dealing, appear more often 
than other topics. The next four most fre- 
quently appearing topics are alcohol abuse, 
corrections1social control, deviance theory, 
and articles employing the concept of 
stigma. The next most frequent categories 
are crime (other) and crime (atypical). 
"Crime (Other)" includes articles relating to 
crime on a more abstract level, such as fear 
of crime and perceptions and conceptions of 
crime; "Crime (Atypical)" includes illegal 
behaviors not commonly addressed in the 
sociological literature, such as poaching. 
The final two topics are definitions of devi- 
ance and white-collar crime or corporate 
deviance. 

Four of these 10 leading categories are 
directly related to crime: delinquencylcrime 
(typical), crime (atypical), crime (other), 
and white-collar crimelcorporate deviance. 
A fifth category (corrections/social control) 
pertains mainly to the social response to 
crime; a sixth category (drug abuse) repre- 
sents a particular form of crime. Thus only 
four of the 10 most frequent topics pertain 
to deviance rather than to some type of 
crime. 

This review covers only the 10 leading 
topics and says nothing of the 72 additional 
topics, many ofwhich overlap with topics in 
the deviance and criminology textbooks. 
These include mental illness (10 articles), 
homosexuality (9), suicide (8), rape (8), and 
prostitution (7). The journal, however, also 
addresses noncriminal norm violations such 
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Table 2. Ten Leading Topics Covered in Devi-
ant Behavior (1979-1 994) 

Number of 
Topic Articles 
DelinquencyICrime (Typical) 27 
Drug Abuse 27 
Alcohol Abuse 21 
Corrections/Social Control 18 

Deviance Theory 16 
Stigma 15 
Crime (Other) 14 
Crime (Atypical) 12 
Definitions and Norms of Deviance 11 
White-collar CrimeICorporate 
Deviance 

11 

as eating disorders (3), physical disabilities 
(3), homelessness (2), topless dancing (2), 
and UFOs (1). Therefore, even though De-
viant Behavior seems to emphasize criminal 
deviance, it also offers a large body of re- 
search on noncriminal norm violations and 
on interesting atypical criminal behavior 
(e.g., poaching). 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

We believe that the emphasis on criminal 
deviance in deviance textbooks creates too 
much overlap between what should be sepa- 
rate courses in deviance and criminology. 
One possible explanation for this overlap is 
that during the early 1970s the field of 
deviance drew strong criticism, as in Liazos's 
(1972) classic article "The Poverty of the 
Sociology of Deviance." This criticism con- 
tinues to the present day and was discussed 
recently by Sumner (1994), who declared 
that the field of deviance died around 1975. 
We speculate that the current expansion of 
the field of criminology, during the decline 
in the field of deviance, has also contributed 
to the overlap. Authors of deviance text- 
books, we believe, have chosen to address 
"real" issues rather than fringe areas of be- 
havior. According to Sumner, "it has be- 
come more manageable or politically realis- 
tic to focus on crime prevention, police 
accountability and victims.. ..No one cele- 
brates deviance anymore, and the term has 
declined in usage, especially in Europe" 
(1994:311). 
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To deal with this we suggest that the 
instructor in deviance avoid relying strictly 
on a deviance textbook. Although we ac- 
knowledge that some overlap is unavoidable 
and that criminal behavior should be in- 
cluded in a definition of deviance, our re- 
view of the topics covered in Deviant Behav- 
ior shows that there are alternatives to the 
topics typically covered in classes on devi- 
ance. The deviance instructor can select 
journal articles, or find useful information 
in edited volumes or readers devoted to 
deviant behavior (e.g. Thio and Calhoun 
1995). The instructor must be creative so 
that students do not receive the same infor- 
mation in two different classes. There exists 
a considerable body of literature on non- 
criminal norm violations and atypical crimi- 
nal behaviors that many deviance texts do 
not address. Because the major forms of 
criminal deviance are generally covered in 
criminology courses, the deviance instructor 
can use his or her course to examine these 
noncriminal norm-violating behaviors or 
atypical crimes. 

When separate courses in criminology 
and deviance exist, theory is one of the 
major areas of overlap. Therefore depart- 
ments may wish to use deviance and crimi- 
nology courses to examine the difference 
between conceptions of deviance. In devi- 
ance courses, for example, the instructor 
may find it useful to emphasize the impor- 
tance of norms and the context of those 
norms; therefore, the class will focus more 
heavily on subjectivist theories such as label- 
ing. Some theoretical perspectives may be 
useful in explaining both criminal and non- 
criminal norm-violating behaviors; for ex- 
ample, radical and feminist perspectives 
may be employed to explain why certain 
behaviors are labeled as deviant or specifi- 
cally as criminal. We strongly suggest, how- 
ever, that in deviance courses the instructor 
avoid extensive discussion of theories de- 
signed to explain juvenile delinquency or 
criminal behavior, such as social bonding 
theory, status deprivation theory, or Miller's 
theory of lower-class culture conflict. This is 
not to suggest that certain theoretical per- 
spectives be ignored in deviance classes; 
rather, different perspectives can be empha- 
sized. 

Throughout this article we have dis- 
cussed how the overlap between criminol- 
ogy and deviance courses can be handled 
by focusing on noncriminal norm viola- 
tions in deviant behavior courses. A course 
in deviance may include topics such as the 
following: 

Sexual deviance: swingers, homosexuality, 

sadomasochism, fetishes, pornography, 

autoerotic behavior, infidelity, female im- 

personators, transsexuals, bisexuals, topless 

dancers; 

Religious deviance: Scientology, cults, Sa- 

tanism, Wicca, the occult, New Age, athe- 

ists; 

Suicide; 

Electronic deviance: hackers, cybersex; 

Supernatural experiences: near-death expe- 

riences, ghost sightings, UFO contactslab 

ductees, Big Foot sightings, psychic hotli- 

nes; 

Conditions: mental illness, obesity, physi- 

cal disabilities, AIDS, epilepsy, retardation, 

eating disorders; 

Modern primitives: tattooing, body pierc- 

ing; 

Nudistslnaturalists; 

Homelessnesslbegging; 

Gr&tisubculture: mists, hufFers, tagging; 

Popular culturelmedia portrayals of devi- 

ance: newspaper, TV; 

Music subcultures: punk, skinheads, 

metalheads; 

Beliefs: racial supremacy, prejudices; 

Bikers; 

Addiction: prescriptionlover-the-counter 

drugs, gambling, alcoholism, shopping. 

Courses in deviant behavior can also in- 

clude concepts such as the following: 
Conducting research in deviance; 
Stigmallabeling; 
Subcultures and countercultures; 

Informal versus formal methods of social 

control; 

Entering and exiting deviant careers; 

Moral crusades; 

Construction of deviance; 




Deviance as a positive concept: extremely 
high I Qlevels; 

Different ways of defining deviance: statis- 

tical, normative; 

Deviant identity: identity transformation, 
coping with deviant identity, deviant role 
performance; 
Students' involvement and experiences 
with deviance. 
We believe that instructors can fire their 

students' imaginations by following our sug- 
gestions and guidelines. A wide variety of 
information exists pertaining to noncrimi- 
nal norm-violating behavior, which can be 
included in classes on deviant behavior. By 
not relying strictly on textbooks, the in- 
structor can reduce overlap between courses, 
and students can be exposed to a number of 
different topics. Deviance remains an excit- 
ing field that offers unique insights into the 
fringes of human behavior. 
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